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Dramatic forces across the retail industry 

require new approaches to help acquire 

and retain consumer share: economic 

volatility, data explosion, empowered 

consumers and an open marketplace. 

Competition is forever changing.  

The battle for consumer loyalty and share 

of wallet continues and is increasingly 

fierce and difficult to sustain. Retailers 

that once ruled are now struggling to 

survive. 

Analytics (from predictive and optimization through to cognitive) is changing the 

game to drive integration and visibility across all channels – from the warehouse 

to store to smartphones – into a single snapshot that helps retailers deliver a 

seamless customer journey at all touch points. 

We believe that analytics provides the potential to significantly impact retail 

execution across many functions … from Human Resources (getting job openings 

advertised and filled), store managers who could anticipate local competitive 

price changes, merchandisers could predict what will be the hottest selling toy for 

the upcoming Christmas season based on historical data, social media buzz and 

vendors buying media, and supply chain managers could effectively re-route 

trucks to avoid costly delays based on real-time traffic and weather data. 

Data is the new natural resource at the heart of delivering a smarter shopping 

experience, driving smarter operations, building smarter merchandising and 

supply networks, and optimizing merchandise.  



Analytics lets retailers act in the moment, informing every decision, optimizing 

every process and fueling every interaction that allows them to build relationships 

and improve consumer experiences based on customer insights.  

With this as the backdrop, to continue our drive to close the innovation gap in 

Canada, and to foster the type of partnerships with industry and academia that 

builds on collaborating, incubating and commercializing great ideas, I’m delighted 

to announce the Queen’s School of Business and IBM Analytics Competition: 

“What can Analytics do for Canadian Retailers? “ which runs September 26 – 

November 21 for Queen’s business students. 

This journey of idea exploration and competition, which includes an IBM Analytics 

boot camp, will bring together the best and brightest Queen’s School of Business 

students, with Queen’s professors, IBM Analytics consultants, and an IBM Watson 

expert. Leading Canadian retailers will also participate, serving as judges to select 

the top use and business value cases. Complementing the analytics competition, 

Queen’s School of Business will be only one of four schools in Ontario, Canada 

offering IBM Watson curriculum.  

If you are a Queen’s student (Commerce undergrad, MBA, MMA), I encourage you 

to sign up (see above website). While there is the lure of cash prizes, the true 

benefit will be in the mentoring, the transfer of knowledge from experts, insight 

from retailers … and of course, the bragging rights. 

As a Queen’s Business School alumni, I’m looking forward to the collaboration and 

am confident that this competition will surface remarkable innovation and be 

truly transformational.  
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